STATEMENT – Ref: THE Ongoing harassment & persecution of ann – 1st Dec 2016
To whom it may concern
After issuing a cease and desist ORDER on the 15.10.2016 and no confirmed replies were received.
After further issuing a statement of international harassment on the 17.10.2016 and again no replies
to confirm any offers of cease & desist we wrote an email to the defendants ie Judge / sister / brother
etc on the 02.11.2016
THE ONLY response received was the transcription of the void order from Jackson in which was
returned defaced and rejected as fraud on the 11.11.2016 with a counter judgement from the
EXECUTOR of ann detailing Jacksons delusion and abuse on the 15.11.2016 leaving time to consider.
On the 27.11.2016 after deep due consideration was given to the aforementioned the conclusion
arrived at, is summed up hereafter; in the question of which evil to choose? Health or security??
1. By not receiving letters confirming cease and desist it was clear that the court, the ‘judge’ and
others involved are not prepared to engage with this.
2. Our only option is to instigate proceedings against those, but that, these proceedings are
being given no option to the living but that of statute rules for the legal fiction dead and
therefore open to clear corruption, where english common law for man, is being denied due
process & leaves us then open to further abuse.
3. We have under the circumstances written to the International Criminal Court in the hague to
which a provisional reply has been received.
4. In the meantime the continued threats to our peace and security is still uncertain and so we
decided to continue with cancelled plans to seek refuge in the far east where hopefully soon
we may be able to impliment some real justice upon the offenders.
5. Though the stay in the current location is temporary in terms of the european winter, should
the continued abuse and delusion from ‘judge’ jackson provide additional threats to our
freedom we will seek to provide ourselves with further deeper isolation from this utter
corruption, that will add to our security.
6. FORCED into exile within the EU is now further providing more insecurities and so we have
found peace witin the far east albeit at the expense of no free health care but as stated above
when faced with the choice of which evil it becomes difficult to see where lies the best
security.
Your actions have prevoked the latest re-actions and should matters deteriate any further the
blame for such can only be laid upon those that seek to remove ann’s legitimate entitlement to
her own choices that are also backed by the LIVING WILL she was denied making for 11 years that
having been authorised by Jackson to make, STILL chooses to ignore it in a denial of it’s clear
existance wanting to press upon ann their own demands in order to attempt to sweep under the
carpet the utter frauds thefts etc that this courts cohorts are providing protection to each other
under their conflict of oaths that they hate the revealing of, ie masonic oath v public oath of office!
Executor of ann – mike@rake.net

